Single Particle Tracking of Peptides-Modified Nanocargo on Lipid Membrane Revealing Bulk-Mediated Diffusion.
Understanding the detailed diffusion behavior of the nanocargo on lipid membrane can afford deep insight into the surface chemistry controlled translocation mechanism for the rational design of an efficient delivery system. By tracking the diffusion trajectory of transacting activator of transcription (TAT, a cell penetrating peptide) peptides-modified nanocargo on lipid membrane, bulk-mediated (intermittent hopping) diffusion was observed for the first time after a blended modification of TAT peptides and polyethylene glycol (PEG) molecules onto the nanoparticle surface. In contrast to random walk or confined diffusion, the nanoparticles could be temporarily confined for random waiting times between surface displacements produced by excursions through the bulk fluid, which was not noted before. Non-Gaussian distributed step length (with a stretched power law like tail) was observed, making large displacements much more probable than one would predict for regular Gaussian decay. This kind of larger displacement would therefore significantly facilitate a kinetically controlled surface searching process like heterogeneous penetration site recognition on a fluidic membrane with suitable spatial orientation.